
“What’s your favorite?” We hear that question a dozen times a day. And we’ve heard it every day since we opened in 2003. That’s not to say 
we don’t have favorites: in fact, we’ve collected all of our specialties to make it easy for customers to see and select. We call it a menu. 

Alon’s menu didn’t magically appear from a corporate marketing template. It doesn’t include anything accidental or unconscious. There 
are no “of course” items. Everything we offer is the result of a careful process, of a singular vision, connected by the throughline of Alon’s 
life as a chef and baker. Like artists in every medium, what Alon creates is both a reflection of and a response to the world around him and 
the things he cares about most. So a look at the menu is like looking at a gallery of his work over time. Every offering has a history; every 
ingredient has significance, and is the result of conscious, researched choice. What’s more, every offering represents a moment of Alon’s 
life; as a snapshot of his creative life, each has a story to tell. 

With every bite you take another step down a path Alon’s traveled, and you will sense something of the wonder and delight he’s known in a 
lifelong pursuit of food excellence. 

This campaign peels back the covers on the menu at Alon’s Bakery, using conversational language and travel-themed imagery to associate 
each menu item with an authentic experience of wonder and flavor. Some items may be location-oriented, others will highlight an 
ingredient, and still others may be tied to Alon’s own story.

A Life in Cuisine



P A I D  S O C I A L

Festive, flavorful, and all-natural: Alon’s 
macarons enliven any get-together. Get them 
at the source at our Phipps location!

Flavor is our party favor

Sponsored

The Tunisian Tuna – a featured sandwich at 
Alon’s in Buckhead at Phipps – is a lunchtime 
jaunt to the Mediterranean. 

Taste the world in a bite

Sponsored



O R G A N I C  S O C I A L

“I’ve been asked often how I came up with the 
idea of the Midnight Cake,” Alon says. “I’ve 
never told its origin story, though, until now. I 
was traveling in Norway, and it was that time 
of year when daylight...more

Our Tunisian Tuna sandwich - a featured 
menu item at the Phipps location – is like an 
instant trip to the Mediterranean. Beauregard 
Cruikshanks, assistant bakery guy...more



G E O F E N C I N G



E X T E N S I O N S



Alon’s loves holiday season. It lasts twelve months where we live. For some celebrations, everyday is not good enough. It’s not 
enough to remember; it’s a moment of reverence. Some days – call them holy days, holidays or just days of rest – deserve to 
be commemorated with heart. To recall in gratitude all those who went before, and to hold space in hope for all those who may 
follow. The traditions we cherish deserve to be not only celebrated, but elevated. So every provision we offer contributes in 
ways large and small to uplifting you and yours on those occasions you hold dear. 

This campaign emphasizes the impact that “no-compromise” food and provisions can have in how we remember and observe 
moments that matter. Food and people appear in both holiday-themed imagery and images of families and friends celebrating 
each other (and/or establishing new traditions).

Honor Your Traditions



P A I D  S O C I A L 

“I live in New York now; every December I 
come back with my daughters and Alon’s is 
always on our itinerary. They insist!”

Our recipes make memories

Sponsored

Elevate how you celebrate! Our cranberry 
relish steps it up with orange zest, coriander 
and berries from our favorite farm.

Taking Thanksgiving orders

Sponsored



O R G A N I C  S O C I A L

Sheila E. writes to tell us about one of her 
favorite childhood memories: “I went to Morn-
ingside Elementary School, and on certain 
Fridays our teacher would take us on a walk to 
Alon’s for a treat. To this day...more

This year, we humbly suggest that if it’s worth 
celebrating, it’s worth elevating. Yes, canned 
cranberry sauce holds all kinds of golden 
memories. While not discounting them, may 
we also suggest that we can...more



G E O F E N C I N G



E X T E N S I O N S




